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In this thesis, I wanted to design a lamp in collaboration with the lighting company Örsjö Belysning 

AB, that would contribute to stress-reduction and calmness both through visual and functional 

aspects. My focus in the study and the design process was on the lamps shape and light, where my 

primary inspiration was taken from the qualities of water. My lamp also had to fit into Örsjö 

Belysnings current assortment. My research showed that rounded shapes and adjustable light are 

two important factors for producing calmness and well-being for the user. 

The result of my work was a lamp with the name Harmoni. A LED floor lamp made of brass metal 

and acrylic plastic, with focus on rounded shapes, lightness, flexibility and symmetry. The lamp has 

a unique and adjustable light emission, that gives two different kinds of light from the same source. 

It functions both as a floor and a wall lamp in one.  
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Purpose and problem 

Reducing stress or bringing calmness are qualities in a product that are highly valuable, as stress is 

a very big part of most people’s lives. There is a vast variety of products out there, everything from 

massage oil to sitting devices that have stress reduction as their biggest selling point. Although 

lamps are found in every people’s homes and almost all public indoor environments today, they are 

still absent from the stress market. There are lamps, or light boxes, that are developed for medical 

purposes to help people with SAD-symptoms (see chapter 2.2.1) or other light related illnesses that 

have a high lux value (Coghill, 2000, p.108), but no everyday lamps with stress reduction in focus 

through its function and expression. In this bachelor’s thesis project, I want to have stress reduction 

in mind – but with a twist. 

 

The purpose of my work is to design a lamp in collaboration with Örsjö Belysning that has a stress 

reducing and calming function through its visual design. The lamp should at the same time be a 

natural part of the company and its collection.  I will focus on the lamps shape and light to achieve 

this, and that is also my biggest challenge in this project. 

For this I need to tackle the following questions: 

 

– What shapes contributes to stress reduction? 

– In what ways can light contribute to everyday health? 

 

And these two questions then lead to one main question: 

 

– How can I combine light and shape to design a lamp with stress reductive intentions and that 

fits in the collection of the company Örsjö Belysning? 

1.2 Background  

The main reason that I have decided to design a lamp and to work with light in my final project is 

because my ambitions and my future is in the field of lighting design. As this is a certain aspect of 

design that has fascinated me the most during my years at the Bachelors Programme in Product 

Design at the Linnaeus University. I also believe that the theoretical and practical knowledge I have 

acquired during my studies will be an important asset in my thesis work. As I already have stood in 

front of a diversity of tasks and created a variety of products, I have the experience required to take 

on this task.  
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One of my past assignments was a group project where we designed a lamp for the company Zero. 

Except for working in a closer collaboration with a company this time, I will also have the chance 

to test my own capabilities and to rely solemnly on my own decisions. Although Örsjö still has a lot 

to say (more on that later) it will still be my creation, my process and my design. 

Combining my own will with the values of a company will also be an important lesson for me in 

this project. I should be clear that my purpose and goal is not only to create a lamp that fulfills the 

purpose of this task, but also to have a rich and valuable cooperation with the company that could 

benefit me in my future career in the business. 

1.3 Method 

Throughout my project, I will work with different methods, both in the design development with the 

company and in my own working process.  

In the part where I collaborate with Örsjö Belysning I will use methods such as brainstorming, 

business analysis and love & hate to develop my product. The love & hate method is used foremost 

in the development of the esthetic part of the lamp, while a business analysis of the company Örsjö 

Belysning and their products will be used as guidance to create a design that fits the name and the 

brand of the company. Traditional brainstorming will be used in all stages and parts of the design 

process together with the company CEO Roland Hjalmarsson and Engineering Manager Lars 

Lidberg. My own design process will be based on Bruce Archers Systematic Method for Designers. 

In short, this method starts with first identifying the problem I want to solve, after that collect data 

and do my research, and from that develop a prototype design. This is followed by studies, in my 

case light tests for function and sketches in CAD (computer aided design) for esthetics, to validate 

my design. And finally prepare for manufacturing. Like Archer, I do believe that theories and facts 

from other scientific fields also can assist in the field of design (Archer, 1965). But I will also work 

in accordance with certain aspects of Klaus Krippendorffs theory of The Semantic Turn and his 

definition of the science of design. A definition that puts the designer and the conveying of meaning 

in front rather than empirical fact from natural sciences (Krippendorff, 2006). 

Another method that is important for my process and for me as a designer, is to have fun. I feel that 

fun is sometimes underrated from an adult’s perspective, and it is also proven that having fun 

increases productivity (Sgroi, 2015)  

1.4 Örsjö Belysning 

My project will be a collaboration with the “Smålandic” company Örsjö Belysning. The company is 

known for their beautiful and well-made luminaries. For me as an aspiring lighting designer it is a 
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big opportunity to collaborate with a company that has years of experience when it comes to 

material, construction and Scandinavian design lamps.  

 

My expectation with my collaboration with Örsjö Belysning is to bring a lamp that fits with and 

shows the company's aesthetics and my own personality in the lamps design. Hoping that my lamp 

will attract both the company and the market. My design is also supposed to connect to the 

company's origins. 

An important aspect is that the cooperation with Örsjö is not based on the premises of this thesis. 

The stress reducing criteria is not a part of the collaboration with Örsjö, which is important to 

remember. Although Örsjö, as the producer of a future product in the market, has a big part in the 

development process, they are not involved in answering the questions regarding stress reduction 

and its connections to shape and light. These questions are only a vital part of this thesis project and 

not of the actual collaboration between me as a designer and Örsjö as a lighting company. 

In a worst-case scenario, this could result in a collision of wills and ideas, but I believe that my 

thesis ambitions and designing ambitions will work together in this case.  

Although it is important to add that the science of design itself, according to Krippendorff (2005), is 

a science where the research must enroll all who are involved and the stakeholders. As the result of 

the research has a direct effect on the product.  

1.5 Boundaries 

The lamp I am designing is supposed to be used in an indoor environment, and should be suitable 

both in homes and in public locations. Although it should induce calmness through its shape and 

light, it is still supposed to be an everyday lamp. In other words, I am not aiming for a lamp with 

medical purposes. Mark here that my main question and objective in this thesis is to investigate the 

possibility to create a lamp with stress reductive intentions. The reason that I have used the word 

“intentions” is because the stress reducing criteria is not primary for the result. The intention of 

creating something stress reducing is a guideline for me in my designing process. My research in 

the field will therefore inspire rather than decide the path. As the science of design is something that 

examines objects that doesn't exist yet. Krippendorff (2006) for example argues that traditional 

natural science methods are not directly applicable because of that reason. 

I am also limited by my collaboration with Örsjö in other ways, as I need to consider their taste, 

aesthetic values, capacity and working routines in my designing process. Both because they will 

have their name on my product if it reaches the market and because they will play an important part 

during the development. The shape of these boundaries will be clarified later in this thesis when the 

company Örsjö Belysning is discussed more thoroughly. 
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There are also boundaries created by myself in my work. 

Because I want my lamp to be timeless, I decided from the start that I will not work with other light 

sources than LED for both practical and environmental reasons. Experimenting with different colors 

will also not be a part of my work. I will only work with warm/white dim-able light.  

Shape wise I will work with a minimalistic approach. Keeping the design minimalistic and 

simplistic with only rounded shapes. It is a part of my inspiration as the design is supposed to be 

connected to the company and also emphasize on calmness. In what way, rounded shapes and 

simplicity brings calmness will be discussed later. 

1.6 Design in my own words 

The computer, the table, the chair and the lamp above your head: They are all products designed to 

fit its purpose. We are always surrounded by design. Product design, web design, clothing design, 

architectural design, light design and there is more. The field of design is not only categorized in the 

product you are aiming to create but also a field that highlights different personalities. Mostly to 

give every user a unique design that only they can identify with. If someone ask me “Who are you 

as a designer” I would answer “I am myself”. For me design is all about personality. You cannot 

please everyone, at least not as a designer. And that is the beauty with designing. The difference of 

personalities gives us many unique designs in the market which makes it possible to always find 

something you want. It can be by color, shape, function, construction, material, price, origin or 

cultural heritage. All our preferences in these categories defines a style and a personality in us. 

These two abstract things are closely connected and can change as years pass by. 

What personality defines me then? 

I believe that becoming older and growing is a positive thing that comes with the amount of 

experience you get. Therefore, for me, the concept of aging is a privilege rather than a negative part 

of life. And I am still very young and not near as experienced as I hope to be. Even when I am 80 

years young I believe that I will feel the same. Because of that I believe that my personality and my 

style will change more than once during the rest of my life. With that said, I will try to define my 

current personality and style. 

If I look back on previous work during my design education, I would say that my design gives the 

product an own personality, combined with a mixture of elegance and playfulness. I believe that 

playfulness and keeping your inner child is a vital part of life, and that a product that manages to 

combine simplicity with fun brings the most joy and creativity to the user.   
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I put a lot of focus on details, both functionally and aesthetic. I want to give the users an experience 

rather than only a product. For me, the most valuable asset you can give your design is to let it be 

expressive and convey emotions to the users. Just in the same way that every person reacts 

differently to the wonders of nature, I want my users to make a personal connection to my products 

by letting them feel something. In other words: design for me is all about personality and creating 

an experience.  
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2 Research 

2.1 History of lighting 

Living with light today is a natural part of life. But before there was electric light, the lives of 

people were separated into two parts. There was a day world and a night world where the lights 

were bright spots in a surrounding darkness (Garnert, 2016, p. 11). Burning fire, light sticks, tallow 

candle and wax candle was lighting up homes in the late 16th century to the middle of 17th. To light 

a tallow candle could be seen as a waste. Poor people used tallow candle mostly on holidays while 

rich people used it every day and candle of wax on special occasions. The wax candle was seen as 

the best source of light until 1840. Unlike the tallow candle, the bee wax candles had a pleasant 

smell and sustained higher room temperatures before being softening and melting. But the way of 

producing light changed from 1860. The gas light and kerosene lamps with mineral oil replaced 

almost all other lighting. It was very common to have lamps hanging above the table in most 

homes. In that way, the light could spread over the whole room (Garnert, 2016, p. 50). 

Thirty years later the electric light started to bright up homes, industries and workshops. After that 

restaurants, streets, schools, offices, docks and stores. The bulbs were lit easy and without fire. And 

leaving a room with the light on was no longer dangerous (Garnert, 2016, p. 78). In the 1930's, light 

was also starting to be judged from its quality to nurture physical and mental health. According to 

Garnert (2016, p.148), the magazine light culture wrote that the visibility for the eye was more 

important than the aesthetics of the lighting luminaries.  

 The luminaire's task is to ... primarily fulfill technical and hygienic requirements and only 

then the aesthetic. At daylight, it must be as inconspicuous as possible. It is wrong to let an over 

decorated luminaire become the room's central point, that draws attention to itself. 

 

The electrical lighting that was used in schools in 1932 had its flaws according to Ljuskultur's 

standards. Therefore, the magazine issued a demand to improve the lighting from an educational 

and light hygienic point of view (Garnert, 2016, p. 169) It was also then when fluorescent lamps 

were highlighted as good lighting. Still, it wasn't popular in homes because of its light quality and 

the visually unappealing shape of the tube. This meant that it didn't fit the dual function of home 

lighting, that shines both by giving light and looking good (Garnert, 2016, p. 173).   

 

But it all changes with a plastic upgrade. The company Bonoplex (Garnert, 2016, p. 197) argued 

that the future tendencies were that “contrasts meet-surface and the point. The light surface 

becomes larger and the light point Increasingly concentrated, to give intimate character - an 

equally modern and old tendency”. As the years go by, in addition to materials, the sources of light 
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continue to develop and modernize.  

2.1.1 LED Lighting  

 Is it the future of light we see or is it the way to the future we see?  (Garnert, 2016, p. 227).  

The light source LED stands for Light Emitting Diode and they provide more lighting possibilities 

than the traditional light sources. Light sources with LED are relatively shock and vibration 

resistant. They light up instantly up to full strength unlike CFLs and fluorescent lamps.  

LED lights do not contain hazardous substances such as heavy metals. It can be controlled, adjusted 

and controlled while maintaining light quality. LED is also more fire resistant compared to other 

more traditional light sources (Fuxén, Fagrell, 2015, p. 172). 

An average energy saving is closer to eighty percent when replacing a light bulb with a LED lamp. 

LED has a life-span between 15,000 and up to 35,000 hours depending on the type and design in 

comparison with the bulbs 1000 hours. This helps reduce the need for changes, and in that way, 

keeps the costs down for maintenance and contributes for a good environmentally (Fuxén, Fagrell, 

2015, p.172-173). According to an article in BBC (2014-11-18) the potential energy savings in the 

future from LED lights are enormous. Although the United States currently has no plans to phase 

out all incandescent bulbs, the US Department of Energy estimates that if the whole country 

switched to LED lighting over the next 20 years, this could result in energy cost savings of $120 

billion, reduce electricity consumption for lighting by a quarter, and reduce carbon emissions by 

246 million metric tons. 

Dr. Karlicek, director of the Smart Lighting Engineering Research Center at New York- based 

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, believes that LEDs are here to stay.  

 Plasmas, incandescents and fluorescents will go the way of the vacuum tube after the 

invention of the transistor. People still use vacuum tubes for some applications, and similarly 

incandescent bulbs may never go away completely. But it is not a question of if, but of when LED 

lighting will be the norm throughout the world (Rubens, 2014). 

2.2 Light and humans 

As you have read in the previous chapter, a lot has happened with light and the way we use it during 

the history of mankind. But how has mankind changed based on the evolution of light? 

Humans have a built-in clock and for several years daylight has affected our way of living. We get 

up with the sun to start doing our chores and end the day when it gets dark. But as the sources of 

light has developed throughout the years, our habits and daily rhythm has also changed (Garnert, 

2016, p.71). When the electric light made its entrance, it created an opportunity for people to work 

even during the dark hours. Until about 200 years ago, man spent 90 percent of their wake hours 
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outdoors. Today most of us spend at least 90 percent of our time indoors with electric lighting 

(Mondeverde, 2017-03-27). This reduction of daylight affects our health even if we not always are 

aware of it, as the intake of light has a biological effect on the body (See 2.2.1). 

 

For the purpose of well-being, it is important to use the artificial light to create a daylight-like light 

in our homes and offices. As we nowadays have less access to pure daylight than our ancestors did 

(Fuxén, Fagrell, 2015, p. 37). In conjunction with the development of the light, there are today 

Smart LED illuminations that can change the color temperature and intensity of the light so the 

rhythm of a normal day can be simulated on the job. With this solution, you get lower levels of 

warm light in the morning that increase to higher levels with cooler light until lunch. And then they 

slowly return to the lower levels and warm light in the afternoon (Mondeverde, 2017-03-27). 

A cooler light with a distinctive blue touch affects the activity center of the brain and our internal 

daily rhythm, in a way that we feel more alert and that our capacity to concentrate in our daily work 

increases (Fuxén, Fagrell, 2015, p. 40-41). 

 

Not only do we react to the temperature and the intensity of light. Where the light is placed can also 

have an impact in how we experience and are affected by the light indoors. The biological effect of 

light is greatest when the light comes from a position above your head, and also from a wide beam 

source with blue components. For the light to be biologically effective for a person, you must be 

able to see at least some light areas in a room. Wide beam lights or lamps with indirect lighting that 

also illuminates the ceiling and the upper third of the wall are all more or less suitable models 

(Fuxén, Fagrell, 2015, p. 40-41). 

 

To create a special mood or atmosphere in a room, it is mostly not enough to just plan for a good 

light environment. By allowing the selection of lamp and lighting to interact with the architecture, 

interior design, color and natural light, different expressions and spatial experiences can be evoked. 

If you use different lamps in the same room their light will be combined to one single experience. 

Therefore, the light of the lamp must be decided in consideration to its use for the best result 

(Månsson, 2003, p. 31). 

2.2.1 Stress and biological effects 

The amount of light we receive, counted both in intensity and time, is an important factor when it 

comes to a person’s health. Light therapy has been used for many years, for example as early as 

after World War I in Britain, where the Royal London Hospital had its own “light department”. The 

light therapy during the 1920's and 30's wasn't as advanced as today, as it was considered that the 
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lighter the better, as a massive tan was an expression for health. For example, the “Homesun” 

mercury vapor lamp that was sold during the 30's probably created more harm than good (Swain, 

2015).  But the understanding of the importance of daylight was something that existed even then. 

 

Light therapy today is not used in the same direct and excessive ways of the past. Today you rather 

want to replicate daylight rather than maximize it. It can be used as an aid in medical treatment, 

increase the ability to concentrate at work or school or helping passengers on long-haul flights to 

feel relaxed (Fuxén, Fagrell, 2015, p. 37).  

The positive biological effects of light have been scientifically confirmed in numerous studies 

around the world and a field of research that is under constant development with new discoveries 

(Fuxén, Fagrell, 2015, p.38). 

The non-visual effects of light that has been discovered are for example how light affects our sleep 

quality, rest and activity, as well as our blood fats. The light controls the body’s circadian rhythm by 

influencing hormone production (Fuxén, Fagrell, 2015, p.38). 

 

The circadian rhythm is controlled by the hormones cortisol and melatonin. Our production of 

melatonin is controlled by the amount of light entering through our eyes. The production of the 

hormone is lower, the lighter you have. Therefore, most melatonin is produced when darkness falls. 

This would seem logical in our everyday life as melatonin is the hormone that makes us want to 

sleep. Cortisol is the opposite, both regarding the effect and the way of production. More cortisol is 

produced during daytime, and too much of it can lead to stress. (Coghill, 2000, p.50). 

On the contrary, too little light can make us depressed, especially during the winter months in the 

northern parts of the world (Mondeverde, 2017-03-27). 

 

Our dependence of the sun's energy makes s lot of people experience the dark winter days as 

difficult which causes depression. This was discovered by Dr. Norman. E. Rosenthal 1981, and is 

referred to as SAD (Seasonal Affective Disorder). To treat SAD, several companies have developed 

special light boxes that are meant to satisfy the need of sunlight. Although it is impossible to reach 

the sunlight of 100 000 lux. The light boxes, with full spectrum lighting with a brightness of at least 

2500 lux, works as a remedy for the symptoms (Coghill, 2000, p. 108). 

All together it is ideal to have a controlled intake of both hormones to have balance. Just as we need 

a balanced intake of hormones to feel good, we need a balanced amount of stress to reach optimal 

productivity in our daily lives. 

To explain why too much calmness and too much stress has a negative effect on productivity, you 

can use the inverted U-model. This model shows how productivity is affected by the amount of 
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pressure and stress. Lack of stress and pressure also means lack of incitement to perform a task, as 

there is nothing that pushes you to perform. Too much pressure makes you instead focus all your 

energy on coping with the pressure rather than the task itself. Therefore, a balanced amount of stress 

gives you the best possibility to be productive (Adaramola, 2012). 

2.2.2 Summary 

This chapter about light and humans does answer one of the questions that was presented in the 

introduction of this thesis: In what ways can light contribute to everyday health? 

What we can see from the facts that are presented in this chapter, the regulated exposure to daylight 

is a very important factor in our everyday lives as it affects our circadian rhythm and our hormone 

intake. The positioning, temperature and intensity of the light are other factors which influences our 

well-being. I will take these facts into account when I decide the technical specifications for my 

lamp. 

2.3 Shape & human 

I have already discussed the ways the light itself can bring calmness and reduce stress. Here I will 

instead look at my second main part in the development of my lamp – shape. As shape is a vital part 

of an objects aesthetic qualities, the relationship between shape and humans is important in the 

cross-scientific field that is design. Design theory is both about the pure aesthetics and about the 

way a design is interpreted by the consumer or the user. Because of the need to focus on so many 

different aspects, design theory can be considered to be a cross-scientific field, or as Krippendorff 

and other design researchers say, a field separated from the traditional field of natural sciences, as 

design theory observes objects and phenomenon that still only exist in the designers own mind 

(Krippendorff, 2006). 

 

When designing a lamp, I believe that shape is very important. Like the product designer Gael 

Aplenty said according to an article by Shu-jun Zhang and his colleagues (2008):  

 I never thought of lamps in terms of technical lighting or like a machine for making light, 

but like forms, a harmonious relationship with the context for which they are created. 

 

In this case, the context which the lamp is created is with an intention to bring calmness to the user. 

The context also is Örsjö belysnings preferences and assortment. So, what shapes are most suited 

for a harmonious relationship with my context? 
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Shape itself, and the answer to what shapes we prefer and why, is like design theory something that 

can be related to different scientific fields. Ghoshal, Boatwright and Malika (2015, p.92-102) argues 

that curved and rounded shapes are in fact generally preferred from an emotional point of view over 

sharp and angular ones, which is shown by referring to a wide variety of different empirical studies, 

for example a study by Lundgren in the 1920’s where people were told to draw lines to convey 

emotions. The study showed that emotions such as harsh and cruel produced straight lines and 

feelings like mild and gentle gave more curved ones. Also from an evolutionary and biological 

perspective, rounded shapes are preferred, as they are associated with both happy faces and safe 

objects. Contrary to sharp and angular shapes that are associated with the opposite, angry faces and 

dangerous objects, like knifes and pointy rocks. From this perspective, the associations people make 

to rounded and angular shapes is not an issue of culture but a part of our DNA as a living creature 

with a primary objective to survive. 

 

But for a person living in a modern society today there are far more associations that are being 

made than what object is potentially life-threatening and not. Something that also has an effect on 

shape and the associations that it can give. This is especially important in product design, as a 

human-centered design focuses on the meanings a design provides rather than focusing on causal 

connections like natural science (Krippendorff, 2006). 

Although the meanings that are conveyed through shape can be shown by natural and empirical 

studies. 

Ghoshal, Boatwright and Malika shows that the preference for curved or angular is based on the 

perception you want to convey with your product. 

If the main purpose of the product is to convey functionality, angular shapes are generally preferred 

(with minor alterations depending on the type of product). 

If pleasure and making the customer feel something is the main objective, rounded shapes gives a 

more positive association. 

For my project, the associations people make combined with the natural inspiration I have taken are 

reasons enough to work with curved shapes instead of angular and straight ones. Also, in Ghoshal, 

Boatwright and Malikas study, lamps in specific were considered to be associated to curved shapes 

both by functional and hedonic preferences. 

 

But although I want my lamp to reach out and draw attention, I still need it to be and look like a 

lamp. If a product, in this case a lamp, has a high amount of novelty there is a risk that it will be 

hard to categorize it as a lamp. On the contrary, if a product is too typical it doesn’t draw any 

attention (Creuser, 2015, p.304). 
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As lamps are shown to be associated with rounded shapes, it would draw more attention to break 

out of this rounded category. But, as there are also psychological aspects to my product, using 

something else than rounded shapes would be to go against all kinds of different studies in different 

scientific fields. Therefore, I must find a way to get a high novelty factor and draw attention 

through another detail than the shape. I also still need to consider and adapt to certain other visual 

aspects. Not only because I want to make something minimalistic, but also because people in 

general prefer symmetry and good proportions (Creuser, 2015, p.307). 

 

2.4 Örsjö Belysning  

The lighting company Örsjö Belysning was founded in 1948. They had a collaboration with the 

Swedish company IKEA from 1952 to 1979 where they were selling wall, table and ceiling lights. 

When IKEA disappeared as their customer, the company also experienced a downfall at first. But in 

time, as they stepped into a new millennium, splitting from Ikea instead gave the company the 

space it needed to develop its own brand of design. Örsjö changed their name from Örsjö Industry 

AB to Örsjö Belysning and moved to a bigger place in Nybro 2014.  

2.4.1 Assortment & projects 

The company has a big assortment with a variation of ceiling, wall, table and floor lamps. Many of 

these lamps are collections created by famous Scandinavian designers in collaborations with the 

company. An important focus for the company is to put functionality, innovation and personality in 

the product. In their own words, they stand for high quality. 

The company has two main ways to work with their projects in general. The first one is to give a 

designer a project to perform with a deadline. The second way is to let a designer suggest an 

appealing concept for the company and that this instead becomes the project. These projects usually 

go on for about one year. 

 

2.4.2 Material 

An essential part of Örsjös products is the incorporation of metal in one way or another. Using 

metal is a part of their esthetic profile. Because of the frequent use of metal in their products they 

have even built a metal workshop in the same building as their offices. In other words, they like to 

use metal and knows how to handle it. 

This also has an impact on my work, as I feel that I want to have the company and their preferences 

in mind in my design. It is natural that I want to create a product that fits with Örsjös current 

collection, especially as the product also is supposed to be a reflection of the company’s roots and 

origins. Therefore, I am going to incorporate metal in my lamp, for esthetic and practical reasons.  
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Another aspect is that the criteria of high quality and sustainability also means that certain materials 

and ways of production are not used by the company. For example, vacuum-shaped plastic is not 

used by Örsjö, that rather uses metal and glass for the outer parts of their lamps. For me this doesn't 

necessary mean that I won't use any plastic. High quality is not only about the material. Örsjö 

Belysning puts a lot of care in service and presentation for the customer. For Örsjö, the satisfaction 

of buying one of their products should not only come from the product itself but also from how it is 

presented and the service the customer is provided with.  

2.4.3 Örsjö through my eyes 

During my collaboration with the company I have many different preferences and aspects to 

consider and think about. Örsjö has their esthetic preferences. I also have my own esthetic 

preferences. And on top of that I also have this thesis and the purpose of it. 

Another aspect that can complicate things is that the company are not aware of the stress reducing 

criteria that my lamp has.  

Therefore, function through high quality, which is one of Örsjö Belysnings main criterias for a 

lamp, is not enough in this case. Although I do believe that Örsjö’s high quality criteria can coexist 

with my stress reducing criteria. 

Instead of stress reducing, my project plan that I presented to Örsjö in the beginning of this course 

stated that I wanted to create a lamp that reflected on the roots of the company. Luckily the roots are 

connected to the lake and the water in the Örsjö area. And with calmness. Therefore, the qualities 

and choices I make depending on the stress reducing criteria can also be made for a lamp that is 

supposed to reflect on Örsjö as a company and its origins. 

2.5 Material and environmental aspects 

In this chapter I will describe the tree different kinds of material that I will use in my work: brass, 

plastic and LED. Primarily, they will be looked at through an environmental perspective. 

2.5.1 Brass 

As I mentioned earlier, the company works a lot with brass which in my eyes has become somewhat 

of a “signature” of their esthetic profile. As I wanted my lamp to fit into this profile it was an 

obvious choice for me to work with brass as well. Therefore, my lamp will mostly contain this 

material. 

 

Brass is a material with many possibilities. It is an alloy between copper and zinc. And like copper 

and aluminum, the hardness and state of the brass can vary as it is a metal that is adaptable and 
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suitable for many different uses (Teknikhandboken, 2017-05-23)  

 

The brass has several environmental advantages. Its low melting point enables multiple recycling. A 

lot of the brass we see today in products or buildings are made of recycled brass. Because of its 

recycling ability this material is a natural choice in an environmentally-friendly workshop production 

(Nordicbrass, 2017-05-23). 

2.5.2 Acrylic 

The plastic material I used for my lamp is poly (methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), more known as 

acrylic or plexiglass. The material is a transparent thermoplastic and is often used as an alternative to 

glass.  

Despite that it is as hard as metals like copper and brass, acrylic is easy to handle and to process 

which gives it many useful features. Its flexibility and adaptability, allows it to be used for many 

different types of work. It can be painted, glued, drilled and sawn. And as it also holds a low cost, it 

is an obvious choice for many uses (Akriform, 2017-05-23).  

I got help with making my plastic part from the company Akriform AB, Stockholm. I got material 

recommendation for my lamp, which was to use an acrylic they called “glass clear dull acrylic”.  

I followed their recommendation, sent them drawings of the plastic part, and after that the processing 

could start. 

2.5.3 LED 

LED-light, as described in the research chapter (2.1.1) is a relatively new technique which provides 

many environmental advantages. 

Compared to our traditional lighting, LED lights up to 80 % more efficient and requires much less 

power. Only 5 % of the energy is wasted heat as 95 % is converted into light.  

As mention earlier, LED has a life-span between 15,000 and up to 35,000 hours depending on the 

type and design, as compared to the 1000 hours that a regular light bulbs last (Fuxén, Fagrell, 2015, 

p.172-173). This gives us less energy use, which helps reduce the need for frequent bulb changes. 

And in that way, it also reduces carbon emissions and contributes to a good environment. Besides 

giving us a lower energy emission, it has non-toxic elements which helps to protect the environment 

from further toxic waste (Sepco Solar Lighting, 2017-05-23). 
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3 Working process 

3.1 Inspiration 

 He is richest who is content with the least, for content is the wealth of nature. 

This quote by the Greek philosopher Socrates says a lot about the artistic wonders the nature has in 

store for us. Inspiration has been taken from nature by people in all times and in all areas of life. 

The same goes for the field of design, and for my work during this project.  

 

There is nothing as beautiful as mother nature, or at least that is my own opinion. We can breathe, 

feel and hear the nature. The way the different components in the nature combine and interact with 

each other is inspiring. Every small detail and organism has its part in the complete picture which I 

find amazing. It is so simple, but in a very complex way. This fascination for the wonders of nature 

has motivated me further to incorporate natural inspiration into my design. Using nature as a 

primary inspiration is a relatively common thing in product design, where scales, measurements and 

shapes are often directly taken from natural things (Wen, Zhang, Hapeshi, Wang, 2008). 

 

For me, the primary inspiration I take into my product from nature is its combination of simplicity 

and complexity. 

As the company Örsjö Belysning has is origins in Örsjö, I also found it natural to be inspired by the 

water from the lake Örsjösjön. A landmark in the small town.  

The water that our lakes is made of has a familiar connection to both tranquility and life force for 

me. I can relate the soft movement of the water to calmness, just like gently rocking your arms 

while holding a baby can calm him/her down. At the same time, the constant movement of the water 

particles symbolizes the force of life, a thing that is always in motion. 

This symbolism is not something, at least from what I am aware of, that has been scientifically 

proven in a traditional way, but from the perspective that designing is something human-centered 

(Krippendorff, 2006), these meanings that I retrieve from the nature works as a foundation for the 

artefact that I want to create. In this case, the inspiration from water is not only a reference to 

tranquility but also to the origins of the company. 

The rounded shapes that I discussed in the research section can also be connected to nature, as 

nature itself is built up from round and microscopic objects. The Swiss engineering designer Luigi 

Colani describes his round preferences in this way: 

 The earth is round, all the heavenly bodies are round; they all move on round or elliptical 

orbits. This same image of circular globe-shaped mini worlds orbiting around each other follows us 

right down to the microcosms (Colani, 2017-05-06). 
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In my design, the rounded shapes are not referring to orbiting globes. They are instead referring to 

the rings that are created on water when an object hits the surface. But still the rounded reference to 

nature is the same.  

3.2 Limits and material 

There are things to have in mind and to take into account when collaborating with a company. First 

of all, Örsjö belysning is a company with quality in focus. They are not shy to pay extra for a 

sustainable product by using high quality material. One material that has a common thread in all of 

their products is metal. Metal is a big part of the company’s aesthetic profile. And from my point of 

view as a designer, I feel that using metal is an important part of the company’s personality. 

Personality as such is a very important thing, and because I am having a collaboration with the 

company I can't ignore it and just do as I want and let my own preferences fully dictate the terms of 

the project. A good collaboration for me is to incorporate both the designer’s own personality and 

the company’s personality. I see it as a challenge but also as a way to reach both an end product 

with good design and a good working partnership.  

3.3 Design process 

After my first meeting with Roland Hjalmarsson, CEO at Örsjö belysning and Lars Lidberg, the 

construction manager, we decided that the first step would be for me to bring them an array of 

different sketches of lamp ideas. Just to find one or more shapes to move on with. In this first step I 

just needed to have two things in mind. Hjalmarsson did not want anything associated with stream 

line. He also reminded me that I didn’t need to be careful about the economical part of the 

construction, because they put quality in first hand. While sitting and sketching different shapes and 

lamps I had these two details in mind. For my sketching, I used the program SolidWorks, a 3D 

computer aided-design program. By using this program, I was able to work faster and at the same 

time work more on the details from all perspectives. It is also more professional to present sketches 

made in Cad as it gives the company a clearer look of how the design would look in real life from 

all different angles. All my different models had metal incorporated in one way or another. In some 

lamps, the metal part was only a detail and in other lamps metal played a bigger part. 

 

During my second meeting with the company we decided which lamps we together liked to go 

further with. Six lamps were chosen and four of them had glass as a major component (Figure A-F, 

p. 20). From the six lamps, I had the freedom to pick my final choice. 
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After thinking carefully, I chose to continue with the floor lamp (figure F, p.20). Hjalmarsson liked 

the floor lamp a lot but he did not know how it would work construction wise, as the lamp part is 

very thin. And that is another reason that I chose the floor lamp. I like challenges and felt that I 

really wanted to see if it was a lamp what would be possible to create, as this design both was 

unique and fitting for my purpose of this task. Just like the nature I was inspired by this design was 

something complex and simple at the same time.  

3.3.1 Light tests 

After choosing the starting point in my design process the next step for me was to decide the way 

the lamp would luminate. For my process, I used what I had learned from my research to achieve a 

thought-through light that will contribute to our well-being. I knew early in my process that I 

wanted to take my inspiration to a higher level, not only with the expression from the shape, but 

also with the expression of the water and its calmness, and bring these into the function. I wanted to 

bring the “transparency” from the water into the lamp by not having any visible light sources. 

As I didn’t want to have visible light diodes on the surface, I needed to figure out a way to receive 

light in my lamp head with an invisible light source. Therefore, I wanted to try to light a sheet 

material from the edges instead of lighting it from above or under it. 

 

My light test is divided in choice of material, shape of material and light properties. 

 

The first tests were done to determine what material would suit this method the best. These tests 

were done by applying a LED-strip around both a flat, blasted, glass sheet and a flat, blasted, plastic 

sheet. These tests showed that the plastic sheet gave more fluency in the light. Material wise plastic 

is also lighter in weight and easier to hold up than a heavier glass sheet. Glass also contains more 

blue and cold particles in its material (figure G, p. 25) compared to the more white and neutral 

plastic (figure H, p. 25). 

 

After my decision to use plastic, I needed to go further with the thickness and plastic material. In 

the tests to determine this I wanted to examine what the minimum thickness can be for my lamp and 

what plastic material gives the most suitable light emission. 

First, I conducted a test on a 15 mm thick and straight plastic sheet because it was the thickest 

plastic sheet I got from Örsjö. The LED-strip I used for this test was a 7,5 mm wide strip with 

lumen near 1500 lm/m. I placed it around the sheet, in a groove that went around the edges of the 

sheet. 

After this test, I chose to go with a 12 mm thick sheet instead. In that way, I would have 2 mm of 
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marginal on both sides of the groove.  

But, I was not pleased with the light I received from the flat sheet. I wanted to examine the 

possibility of having different light emissions from one sheet and one light source. Something that 

could be accomplished by using a lens-shaped sheet, as the light reflects different to its surface 

depending of if it is convex or concave shaped (physicsclassroom.com, 2017-05-23). The next step 

of my test was to try this idea to see if I could get different types of light emission upwards and 

downwards from the same light source. 

 

Although, the idea of bending a 12 mm thick plastic was not an easy task to do by myself. But in 

the middle of this test I was recommended to try with two thin plastic sheets instead of one massive. 

In that way, it would be easier to proceed with my test. I made a mold with the shape of a lens. I 

used two 5 mm plastic sheets, bended them and stuck them together, with the LED-lights in 

between them (figure I, p. 25).  

 

There was a problem that occurred during my test, and that was that the light didn’t spread evenly 

through the sheets (figure J, p. 25). I believe this has to do with it not being a massive sheet that lets 

the light bounce forward through the material and in to the middle.  

I did notice that the light gets a bit better if I reduce the diameter on the sheet down to 340 mm and 

by increasing the meeting from the straight edge to the curved part, that would give a smoother light 

transition. But as I mentioned, I think that a massive sheet where the LED is directly connected to 

the surface of the edges would give better light and fix the problem. 

 

As for the lights properties, I will use a smart LED which has the function to shift the light 

temperature from warm to cold and to adjust the brightness of the light based on ones needs.  

As I mentioned in chapter 2.2, our brain is set after the natural day-rhythm which goes from warm 

dim light in the morning to bright cold light in the middle of the day. Then it goes back to warm dim 

light towards the evening. The circadian rhythm is controlled by the hormones cortisol and 

melatonin. And the production of those hormones is affected by the amount of light and light 

temperature we are exposed to (Coghill, 2000, p.50). By giving my lamp this function, I also give 

the user the opportunity to change the light after their needs which can help to find a balance 

between productivity and calmness.  

As we nowadays have less access to pure daylight (Fuxén, Fagrell, 2015, p. 37) I also believe this 

function will grow more and more in the market for indoor lamps.    
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3.4 Shape developing 

After deciding the light that I wanted to work with, the next step was to polish the details of the 

lamp. The developing process of the lamp head and the lamp foot went on simultaneously, but will 

be presented here as two different processes so that it will be easier to follow. 

3.4.1 The lamp head 

The curved plastic sheet for the lamp head provided me with a better light emission, and at the same 

time the shape emphasized the impression of a falling water drop. This touch would combine well 

with my primary inspiration and with the feeling and emotion I wanted to convey with my lamp. 

Therefore, this proposed change was not only for the reason to experiment with light, but also for 

the reason that I wanted to experiment with shape, as in creating something more unique. 

 

Another part of the lamp head that I wanted to develop was the neck. Here I wanted to see if I could 

incorporate flexibility through a so-called gooseneck pipe. A pipe like this is often used in lamps 

with a moving function so that you can fix the light as you please. This was also the function I 

wanted to incorporate in my lamp. So that you would have the freedom to fixate the light in two 

directions. Why two directions? 

I want the user to interact with the lamp and understand it’s design. The convex side of the sheet, 

that is pointing down, is meant to be used as a reading lamp as the convex side directs the light. 

While the other side, the concave side, spreads the light. It will be pointing upwards to the ceiling or 

moved up to point the concave side against a wall. In that way, the lamps head will, besides being a 

floor lamp, also work as a wall lamp, as its shape and light will spread the light and illuminate a 

bigger area of the room (figure K, p. 25).  

 

By using gooseneck pipes, it will express a beautiful eye-catching touch, but this detail will also 

give us the expression of function, which will encourage interaction with the lamp. 

3.4.2 The lamp foot 

In this part, I have had a lot of different ideas and thoughts throughout my designing process. First, 

I wanted to examine the possibility of having a floor lamp that is not standing on the floor.  

I thought that if it would be possible to directly connect the lamp foot to a socket in the wall, it 

would give the expression of floating in the air (figure L, p. 25). But also, a practical solution as you 

wouldn't have to think about moving the lamp or stepping on cords while vacuum cleaning. 

Although, a solution like this would also mean that the rest of the lamp needed to have a certain 

stability, and be light enough to hold itself in the air without being directly connected to the floor. 
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All these details led to me making the decision not to go through with this idea. 

 

 Another reason for that is that I already have tried to create uniqueness in other parts of the lamp. 

Just as a meal with too many ingredients can be too much, I felt that incorporating too many details 

could make the lamp too complicated. Even if I do not agree with Creuser (2015, p.304) about the 

risk of having a hard time categorizing a lamp with a high amount of novelty as a lamp, I do believe 

that you can categorize any lamp as a lamp if it gives you light. If it is a good lamp or not is another 

discussion. For my lamp foot, I wanted to keep it simple but at the same time not boring. It still 

should connect with the rest of the lamp in a thoughtful way.  

 

I still felt that cables are a big problem with today’s floor lamps but that is not my main focus in this 

project so it will be put away for future projects. The importance of the foot part was to find a way 

to reach a symmetric integer with stability in focus. In the end, after experimenting by playing 

around with the shape of the head, I choose to go further with a foot that was essentially a mirrored 

version of the head part. This new foot received the touch I was looking for. A symmetric integer 

with a stable expression that also hides the electronic ballasts.    

 

3.5 Application 

The products of the company Örsjö belysning are often seen in public indoor environments such as 

restaurants, airports, restaurants and hotels. Although the design itself also is suitable for private use 

in homes. But as the brand Örsjö has a high price, not all people are able to afford them. Örsjö's 

lamps has a price that can vary between 2000 Swedish kronor up to 35,000 kronor. A pricing that is 

more suited for companies rather than individuals. From the very start of my project I had the idea 

that my lamp would be able to be placed in both private homes and in public indoor environments.  

Therefore, I wanted to have a design that would be applicable in many different environments. 

Something subtle that spreads calmness in a room regardless of what other furniture and ornaments 

you can find there. But although it is subtle from a distance, a closer look reveals all the different 

details and gathers attention. 

As work has progressed I have more or less accepted the fact that the lamp, considering all its 

details and challenges in the construction, is a lamp what will be too expensive for individuals, and 

therefore a lamp fitted for public use rather than private. 

This is something that I believe goes well with the problems I listed in the beginning of this thesis. 

As my aim was to create a lamp that tackles everyday life stress in a subtle way, the best way is to 

do it where everyday people usually are on a regular weekday. That is in public spaces. But the 

lamp will absolutely also find its place at people’s home with both its shape and function. 
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4 Result & Analysis 

4.1 The artefact 

The lamp’s name is Harmoni which refers to its inspirational roots, and at the same time it's 

function. The lamp has a symmetric appealing design with recurring round shapes, with a body 

made in brass. Harmoni is designed to be suited for environments where you want to lift a room 

with both the lamp’s function to change the light temperature and brightness after needs, and its 

shape that is light and almost transparent as water, so the room gets a more calming and elegant 

touch. But this lamp also has a twist, besides having a calming and elegant expression. It has a 

playful function that allows you to change the designs expression. As the lamps neck is flexible, 

you can easily move the lamp head up against a wall. You will directly receive another design and 

not only that but also another kind of light in the room. This will give the user a new experience 

when interacting with the lamp.  

 

The bended plastic with its concave and convex sides also contributes to the lamp with a different 

kind of functionality. Thanks to its shape the users are presented with two kinds of lighting from 

one single lamp. For example, you can use it as a reading lamp or as a “wall lamp”, as the different 

sides of the plastic sheet distributes the light in different ways. With the remote control that comes 

with the lamp you are not only able to turn the lamp on and off. The remote also enables you to 

change the light temperature and brightness (picture M-O, p. 31-32), which not only give you a 

variation of light but also contributes to your well-being, as the light can be fixed in the way that 

suits you the best at any moment of the day. As the sun gives us a daily rhythm through its light, 

from warm, to cold and to warm again, this function assists the user to be able to maintain this 

without needing to revert to the sun. In that way, we can be able to find a balance between 

productivity and calmness even when we don't have access to sunlight.  

 

Harmoni has a lenght of 1550 mm when it is in “neutral position” and a maximum length of 1900 

mm when the head is folded up. The head part is 340 mm in diameter. The light source has a lumen 

of 2352 lm per meter, Ra 83 and 24 W. The light temperature can shift between 2400 and 5700 

kelvin. The LED-list is also removable. 

4.2 Reflections 

With a finished and functioning lamp, I can now present my reflections of the result. I have chosen 

to present my reflections by answering the three questions I have worked with from the beginning 

of the thesis.  
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4.2.1 What shapes contributes to stress reduction? 

My ambition has been more or less the same during the entire process from a concept to a living 

functional lamp. Both the original idea and the result is a unique floor lamp with focus on giving the 

user more than just a lamp. I feel that I have achieved to bring calmness into the floor lamp through 

its shape. By using rounded shapes through the whole design, I feel that I meet the criteria of giving 

a positive association to the user. This is validated by Ghoshal, Boatwright and Malika’s studies that 

I referred to earlier, that shows that rounded shapes give a more positive association if pleasure and 

making the customer feel something is the main objective. I want the user to feel and experience 

something when using the lamp but also when not using the lamp, which I believe is achieved 

through both the visual part and the functional flexibility. 

 

If we compare Harmoni with other floor lamps, Harmoni will, in my opinion, be categorized as one 

of those lamps that draws attention to the eyes. According to Creuser (2015, p.304) a product that is 

too typical does not draw any attention. In this case, it is not only the recurring rounded shapes that 

express calmness that are interesting on the lamp, but also that the lamp indicates how it functions 

through its details. It may look like a typical floor lamp from distance but the details in the 

construction has a certain way to invite the user to come closer and explore the lamp. The high 

novelty factor of the lamp’s shape is the lighting part. Both from where the light comes out and 

from the detail that makes it possible to change the position of the light. I feel that I was able to 

come up with an interesting new concept, using something else than a flat sheet when working with 

the technique of lighting up a material from the edges. This will bring me to my next question I 

answered during my developing.  

4.2.2 In what ways can light contribute to everyday health? 

How we experience light is important and how the light affects us is even more important. By 

trying to combine these two aspects I feel that my result almost has been able to produce the unique 

light I was aiming for. I managed to create a way to receive two different lights from one light 

source and one sheet. I also manage to give the user control over the light and the design of the 

lamp. By lifting the head back against a wall, the lamp, and the room the lamp is placed in, will get 

a whole new light expression. The one thing that I feel I haven't accomplished with my developing 

is the actual sheet material and how the LED-diodes around the edge are a bit visible when it's lit 

up. Even if I have received feedback that it still looks beautiful and that the diodes don’t dazzle, I 

still feel that I need to continue the search for a way to hide the diodes better without destroying the 

current design of the lamp, as I believe they influence the entire visual experience. As I have aimed 
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to create something elegant and simplistic, this requires all details to fill a function and feel natural. 

The visible light diodes do not, and therefore I would have liked them to be invisible instead. 

For that I need to spend more money on making different shapes of the bended sheet together with 

different kind of plastics. The one I got from Akriform AB, the company that processes plastic and 

that I have been in contact with throughout the construction, recommended me to use crystal clear 

dull acrylic for this lamp. And because of the time frame I went for the recommendation. I actually 

do like how the crystal clear dull acrylic doesn't look like plastic, which gives the lamp a more 

elegant touch. But with more time I will find a way to solve the visible diodes problem. Which is a 

battle for many designers when designing a lamp, at least according to the owner for Örsjö 

Belysning Peter Hjalmarsson and the designer Joel Karlsson. They told me that they once struggled 

with a similar problem in a lamp that Karlsson was developing at Örsjö. 

 

The function of changing light temperature and brightness of the light is not something Örsjö 

normally work with in their products. But for me it is a function I believe will be more common in 

the future. It has slowly grown in the market and one of the reasons for that is because it can give us 

a better well-being. Just as Fuxén (2015, p.37) mentions the importance of having artificial light 

that creates a daylight-like light in our homes and public indoor environments, as we nowadays 

have less access to pure daylight. In that way Harmoni keeps up with the “modern” development. It 

will also become an odd lamp for the company that doesn't have lamps with this function, but at the 

same time it will rather be an advantage than a disadvantage in their current assortment. 

Another reason for me incorporating this function was to answer this thesis-founding question about 

light and its effect on everyday health. I believed that this function was essential after conducting 

my research in the subject, and therefore it was natural for me to also incorporate it in my product. 

4.2.3 How can I combine light and shape to design a lamp with stress reductive intentions and 

that fits in the collection of the company Örsjö Belysning? 

Even if I chose to use the function to change light temperature and brightness, which like I said is 

something that Örsjö doesn't have in their current assortment, I believe that I after all accomplished 

to catch the companies personality in its expression. 

During my entire process, I worked with rounded shapes to emphasize calmness and combined it 

with my own personality. The rounded shapes developed into looking more light and transparent 

through my inspiration from the water, but also the product developed through my inspiration from 

Örsjös assortment, for example with the choice of using thinner tubes. The addition of a bended 

sheet contributes a lot to the sense of soft calmness throughout the whole lamp. Both by its shape 

and the light that is produced thanks to the lamp having both a convex and a concave side. The 
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shape and the two different lights is not there just for show. It fills the need of receiving good 

amount of light in a way that gives the user the opportunity to control and choose the expression 

they want from the lamp. The relaxing one when the head is down in neutral position (picture P,  

p. 32) or the active one when the head is moved to “look up” (picture O, p.32).  

 

Overall, I feel that I capture the essence of the calmness in the lamps shape, light, function and 

expression. It may be a bit hard to mass-produce the lamp because of its construction and once 

again my designing proves me that my strength is in the expression rather than in the construction. 

But this time I managed to have a realistic construction plan behind the lamp, just a bit more 

expensive construction than I thought. Luckily, Örsjö is a company that, like I stated earlier, isn’t 

shy of spending money on production. Their relatively high pricing when releasing their lamps to 

the market is a direct effect of this approach. Therefore, the economic part is nothing out of the 

ordinary for the company, although I feel that I still need to improve in the sense that I need to 

consider the economical and constructional aspects more in my work as a designer. The downside 

for Örsjö is rather that it is not only expensive but also complicated to produce. But considering the 

visual aspects of the design, I do believe that I have managed to create a lamp that does fit Örsjö. 

By having the function to adjust the light I do also believe that I have managed to fill a vacant spot 

in their range of products. Which is also a way to fit in a collection. 

4.2.4 Archers method 

In the beginning of this thesis I presented Bruce Archers well known systematic method for 

designers as a guidance throughout my project. Therefore, I will know analyze my work and my 

design from the criteria that Archer has for design. 

Archer argues that there must be a “formulation of a prescription or model for a finished work in 

advance of its embodiment” for something to be called designed (1965). In this case, my CAD-

sketches and my intention to create a calming lamp in Örsjös collection is the formula that exist 

before the finished product. 

In Archers definition design must also have a purpose rather than an intention. In other words that 

tests and development must be conducted with a clear goal rather than to explore. In this detail, I do 

believe that my work does lack, as my tests never had a clear goal. I knew approximately what I 

wanted to achieve, but the way I reached it was by exploring rather than aiming for a specific goal, 

which is something that does not go together with Archers idea of designing (1965). 
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4.3 Conclusion 

It is satisfying to see the result from a long project filled with hard work. The lamp really catches 

the essence of calmness, and at the same time it also conveys function.  

 

As my focus have been to create a lamp with an expression and function that helps people to 

receive the light they need for a healthy life, I am afraid to say that this lamp will not reach out to a 

lot of people because of its high cost. This has to do with the construction of the lamp rather than 

the material. Because of its curved-meets-curved-construction, the lamp will have a price of 22 000 

Swedish kronor. It is not the most expensive lamp in Örsjös assortment, but at the same time it is 

very expensive for an ordinary person to buy. I believe, as I have mentioned earlier, that the 

construction of the lamp needs to be rethought to find a cheaper way to produce it. This will affect 

the cost for the lamp in a positive way, which gives a wider arrange of potential customers and a 

wider spread of a better every day-lamp that fits in various environments.  

 

I am pleased to know that expression has been a strength through many of my design projects. As I 

want to work with exhibitions and similar in the future, light and expression plays a big part. But as 

I always hunger after new knowledge, I do want to acquire the knowledge behind the construction 

of products too. It is important in the way that every time you solve a problem you will increase 

your chance of solving the next problem you encounter.  
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4.4 Pictures of the result 
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